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AutoCAD Free PC/Windows
Key features: Draw simple shapes and construct complex drawings Design and edit text and
graphics on a vector-based, pixel-by-pixel basis Access and edit DWG and DXF files Convert objects
between the 2D and 3D models Work with drawings through a variety of interfaces, including batch
files and scripts Save, print, and send drawings via e-mail Edit your drawings in the cloud or on your
desktop Version history: V3.0 released in 1990, when the first Macintosh version debuted. V3.1
released in 1991, when the first Win3.1 version debuted. V3.2 released in 1992, when the first Linux
version debuted. V3.3 released in 1993, when the first X-Windows version debuted. V3.4 released in
1995, when the first Windows NT version debuted. V3.5 released in 1996, when the first Win95
version debuted. V3.6 released in 1998, when the first X-Windows 2.0 version debuted. V3.7
released in 2000, when the first Windows 2000 version debuted. V3.8 released in 2004, when the
first WinXP version debuted. V3.9 released in 2006, when the first Vista version debuted. V3.10
released in 2008, when the first Windows 7 version debuted. V3.11 released in 2010, when the first
Windows 8 version debuted. V3.12 released in 2012, when the first Windows 8.1 version debuted.
V3.13 released in 2013, when the first Windows 10 version debuted. V3.14 released in 2015, when
the first mobile version debuted. V3.15 released in 2016, when the first Web-based version debuted.
V3.16 released in 2017, when the first enterprise version debuted. V3.17 released in 2018, when the
first cloud-based version debuted. V3.18 released in 2019, when the first cloud-based mobile version
debuted. V3.19 released in 2020, when the first cloud-based mobile version for iPad debuted.
Versions: AutoCAD For Windows 10 Crack 2000 (Mac and Windows) AutoCAD 2000 was the first
version of AutoCAD released for personal computers.

AutoCAD Torrent (Activation Code)
Software and hardware There are many CAD programs available for the PC. AutoCAD, Architectural
Desktop, AutoCAD LT, AutoCAD Architecture are well known CAD software programs. Several other
programs are in the "Graphics & Design" or "Drawing & Design" categories (DGN, VED, DFX, KxD,
ArchiCAD, etc.). AutoCAD, Architectural Desktop, AutoCAD LT, AutoCAD Architecture, AutoCAD LT
Architectural are a mainstay of the architectural and design community, while they may be overkill
for the casual user, the large majority of users use these programs at some point in their
professional career. AutoCAD is multi-platform: a single license allows its use on any platform on
which the operating system allows the use of the AutoCAD software. It can be used as an integrated
solution. AutoCAD and Windows AutoCAD was formerly proprietary software, but since version 2012,
AutoCAD LT runs as an executable on Windows. AutoCAD 2009 and later versions have the following
file sizes: Version 201.10.00.30 (2010) Version 2012.1.02.00 (2012) Version 2015.2.1 (2015) Version
2017 (version 2017 is free) Version 2019 (version 2019 is free) One of the advantages of running
AutoCAD as an executable, rather than as a static library, is that it can be installed on Windows Vista
(the edition of the operating system that allowed graphics software to be run within Windows
Explorer) and Windows Server 2008 (the edition of the operating system that allowed graphics
software to be run within Windows Explorer), and hence be used with Windows XP and earlier
versions of the operating system. AutoCAD on Linux AutoCAD LT runs under the X11 Window
System, as an application, which renders to the display window. In addition, a version of AutoCAD is
distributed with the Linux operating system, under the GPL license. This version is called AutoCAD
ULT and the GUI runs under GTK+. The integration with Linux is not as seamless as on Windows, as
AutoCAD does not run as a regular application, but instead is run as an X server, so the main X11
window is used as the main window for drawing. This version of AutoCAD can only be run from within
the Linux graphical environment (in other words, not as a Windows ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Crack + Free PC/Windows
Enter a license key 1. The license key should now appear. 2. Once you enter the license key, click
the Generate button again.

What's New In AutoCAD?
Rapidly send and incorporate feedback into your designs. Import feedback from printed paper or
PDFs and add changes to your drawings automatically, without additional drawing steps. (video: 1:15
min.) Insert Layers: Easily add, edit, copy, move and delete your own layers in all drawing
documents. Keep the desired layers visible or hidden, and even change the layer visibility in multiple
drawings at the same time. (video: 1:07 min.) Easily add, edit, copy, move and delete your own
layers in all drawing documents. Keep the desired layers visible or hidden, and even change the
layer visibility in multiple drawings at the same time. (video: 1:07 min.) In-Context Help: Customize
your own shortcuts, show tips and other information in-context, based on the active drawing. This
helps you stay focused and productive. (video: 1:47 min.) Customize your own shortcuts, show tips
and other information in-context, based on the active drawing. This helps you stay focused and
productive. (video: 1:47 min.) Multitasking: Take on multiple tasks at the same time with new
multitasking technology. Selecting a new drawing or change is as easy as one click, and some tasks
are automatically repeated. Take on multiple tasks at the same time with new multitasking
technology. Selecting a new drawing or change is as easy as one click, and some tasks are
automatically repeated. Multi-Scale: Use standard and fractional measurement units within drawings,
including the ability to change between inches and centimeters and between Imperial and metric.
(video: 1:28 min.) Use standard and fractional measurement units within drawings, including the
ability to change between inches and centimeters and between Imperial and metric. (video: 1:28
min.) Run From Workspace: Quickly run all of your drawings in the open or closed system on the
same or different computers. DraftSight: Better placement of your objects: You can now directly
change the placement of your objects using an intuitive new interaction method. PDF compatibility:
You can now open PDF files in your drawings and change the layout of those files. PDF editing: You
can now edit PDF files directly from AutoCAD. Layouts: You can now have more detailed information
about your layouts. Repetitive actions: You can now perform repetitive actions like replace, run,
paste, delete and
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:
Intel® Core™ i7-6900K Processor or later NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 970 or equivalent graphics card
Windows® 7 or later 64-bit 16 GB of RAM 8 GB of available storage 128 MB available video RAM 2 ×
USB 3.0 ports 1 × HDMI® port 1 × DisplayPort® port HDD space to install game Introduction NVIDIA
recently launched the GeForce GTX 970, a brand new high-end graphics card that brings gamers
some features we’ve seen
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